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[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Spotify Showdown]

SAVANNAH GUTHRIE: Spotify showdown with more artists, stars, and royals applying
pressure and demanding action. Joe Rogan weighs in on the controversy swirling around his
podcast.

JOE ROGAN: Do I get things wrong? Absolutely I get things wrong but I try to correct them. 

GUTHRIE: The changes and the streaming platform are making to address COVID vaccine
information and why critics say it's not enough.

(....)

7:23:17 a.m. [TEASE]
15 seconds

[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Coming Up; 7:32 AM; Joe Rogan Responds to Spotify
Controversy]

HODA KOTB: Still ahead, Spotify and popular podcaster Joe Rogan responding overnight from
the center of a growing controversy. Their messages to subscribers and stars raising concerns and
pulling content over the spread of COVID vaccine misinformation.

(....)

7:32:45 a.m.
2 minutes and 49 seconds

KOTB: Also this morning the controversy over Spotify's top podcaster is ramping up. 

GUTHRIE: Yeah. More artists are joining Neil Young accusing the platform of spreading
COVID misinformation and pulling their music. And, this morning, both Spotify and Joe Rogan
are responding. 

CRAIG MELVIN: NBC’s Emilie Ikeda has been following the feud. She joins us with an update
this morning. Hey, Emily. 

[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Joe Rogan Responds to Spotify Controversy]

EMILIE IKEDA: Good morning, guys. Spotify's CEO says it's important they’re not a content



censor but acknowledges they need to do more to provide balance when it comes to medical
information — misinformation, rather. Overnight Joe Rogan agreeing to help with that goal,
whether that will slow the number of artists leaving the music stream, only time will tell. This
morning, Joe Rogan speaking out —

ROGAN: I don't always get it right. 

IKEDA: — responding to backlash against his popular podcast where he’s known for
questioning vaccine safety and recently interviewed a controversial virologist who suggested
Americans were hypnotized into getting vaccinated. 

ROGAN: And I am interested in having interesting conversations with people that have differing
opinions. 

IKEDA: Rogan offering to make some changes as powerful celebrities put pressure on the
streaming service. 

ROGAN: Whenever I get something wrong, I try to correct it. [SCREEN WIPE] If there’s
anything I have done that I could do better is have more experts with differing opinions right
after I have the controversial ones. 

IKEDA: Now, Spotify says it's going to add a content advisory to any podcast episode discussing
COVID-19, directing people to expert information on the virus, which Rogan says he supports.
Prince Harry and Meghan Markle chiming in. Their organization Archwell says it's “expressing
concerns with Spotify to ensure changes to the platform are made to help address this public
health crisis.” Archwell audio will continue its exclusive partnership with Spotify in contrast to
the wave of musicians ustripping original recordings from the platform. Rock icon Neil Young
says his record company is “losing 60 percent of worldwide streaming income in the name of
truth.”

[JONI MITCHELL SINGING SHINY TOYS]

IKEDA: The expanding revolt now includes singer/songwriter Joanie Mitchell and Bruce
Springsteen’s guitarist Nils Lofgren, plus best-selling author Brené Brown, who signed a multi-
year deal with Spotify in 2020, tweeting she “will not be releasing any podcasts until further
notice,” though not saying why. Professor of pop culture Robert Thompson says, for Spotify,
navigating this controversy is a business decision. 

ROBERT THOMPSON: When they are looking for ways to maximize income, the podcast is
clearly a direction in which they’re going if Joe Rogan is standing on the top of the heap example
of that direction. 

IKEDA: And Spotify's rivals are pouncing on the controversy. Apple Music, for example, calling
itself “the home of Neil Young.” And we should mention Rogan hasn't directly responded to our
requests for comment, but has previously said people shouldn't look to him for medical advice.



Guys?

MELVIN: Alright. Emilie Ikeda for us there. Emilie, thank you. 


